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Baby Created by God pulls the blinders off and informs any mother or father who dares to learn
the truth about natural, God-given ways of pregnancy, birthing and raising healthy kids. Through
revealing and dramatic birth tales which will be intertwined throughout the reserve, including
both of Dr. Baby Created by God is a book which will empower and enlighten parents from all
backgrounds and belief systems that our bodies had been wonderfully and magnificently made
and have the capability to heal and be whole from the inside-out. Amanda's homebirths, it will
increase the reader's knowledge, perspective and faith about hospital and home birthing
options, raising drug-free kids and natural pregnancy.
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if i just read this before i had babies! God wins everytime! I gave Lyme disease to my kids
unknowingly in the womb, thanks medical program for no telling people Lyme can be an std and
exceeded in the placenta and breast milk! But eventually aren't we likely to post to those He
provides placed in authority? MUST READ! Share with all your wannabe mothers or expecting,
heck give everyone. wake up globe. I get where in fact the author is via, but I feel like it is too
severe and judgmental. A definite must on your own list of parenting books. I did understand
some but this book,sheds a light on holistic treatment and organic birth for mom and child. I
wish I knew all this details before I experienced my first child. Also healthy eating habits as far
as eating entire organic food and protecting our kids from toxins prevalent in our environment
today. For this reason book I have found a family group chiropractor and our entire family
members will be getting modified regularly. I would have made a few different decisions
experienced I read this book prior to having children. Wow want I had the opportunity to learn
this book years ago Everyone who is planning on having children need to read this book. My son
and child in law borrowed this book if you ask me to learn and I am thankful they did. I would
suggest this reserve to all families. devil in the detail I was suspicious approximately the
reviews, because 3 of them are from the same person, Greg Kennard. More amazing is the way
the U.S. compares to other countries in infant mortality rates. book are very solid and they make
one feel like unless you parent like them The views in this book are very strong and they make
one feel like if you don't parent like them, you do it wrong. I asked him why, and he stated that
he previously a middle ear disease, and that he didn't consider any antibiotics at that time. Even
just understanding how the traditional hospital birth technique make birthing more difficult...
Most sensible thing parents to become can do because of their baby is be educated and know
their rights. Things that are completed for the convenience and the convenience of the doctor
and or hospital rather than what is best for the mom and baby.how small changes could
eliminate many c-sections. Still well worth a read after you have had children I enjoy a reserve
that resonates with my beliefs and Baby; created by God is a modern no nonsense look at of
parenting that assumes many of the problems and issues and confusion of modern parenting
and clarifies them with an eloquence.I've had 5 kids and have faced most of the many modern
'ways' of parenting while internally feeling that my intuition as a mother was been stepped on
by medical doctors, other parents fears and old ,well meaning and fallible guidance.This book
will re-enforce your God given intuition as a parent and refresh your well worn parenting
ears.Have cardiovascular, this book is a lovely read. People live therefore a lot longer than they
utilized to due to advancements in medicine..! The price difference between a vaginal birth and
a c-section and utilizing a midwife. Trust in God if you want, but take action responsibly as a
parent, and benefit from modern medicine which makes childbirth and raising children almost
trouble-free nowadays.!. This is an excellent resource for expecting and new parents. I loved this
book very informative. As a fresh mom, my husband and I try to parent similarly. As a result
we've a beautiful, happy, and healthy 15 month old. We listen to our innate and let our child
grow up with the least intervention as possible. Five Stars Good advice! This book is a superb
read tells the truth from the minority part!! With all the current Fear-based baby books out there
that is a comfort to all or any new parents. Finally, someone wrote a reserve with the natural
approaches to health for baby and family members! I recommend this publication to all my very
own patients.-Dr Boles Great for new parents and people curious about true health Incredible
read by some amazing people. but the devil would love this book. Not for everyone I feel like
the title is misleading and it was not at all what I expected. Awesome book! Definitely not for me
at least. It is amazing what hospitals/doctors neglect to share with you. Strangely, all the



positive reviews are a comparable length, gushy and incredibly superficial, while the negative
reviews are all intensive and well argued. You can almost think folks have been put up to
advertising the book! The reserve itself is normally a simplistic, misleading, often fake and one-
sided watch of a very complex topic. Let me just say this. I used to instruct in a Waldorf (Steiner)
college in Germany. These parents are notorious for not really immunizing their kids, not visiting
pediatricians if they should, rather than letting their children take antibiotics. They're spreading
so much false information. The number of unnecessary c-sections often caused by other medical
decisions. The illness got very much worse and he ended up losing the hearing in his right ear.
Great Book! The physician or pediatrician isn't the devil. Great for new parents and people
curious about true health. Books like this do more harm than good Books such as this do more
harm than good. One boy I taught always leaned left when I talked to him. How about parents
who pray through their child's illness and the kid dies? It's totally arrogant to think you know
much better than the experts perform. I am a Christian and I know that God offered us doctors to
greatly help us when we are unwell, injured, etc. My husband, kids and I all observe Christian
doctors! They truly became doctors out of compassion for others, not for the almighty dollar. .
Women and infants utilized to die during childbirth because we didn't understand then what we
do right now. How can they claim to learn even more/better than doctors who go to school for a
long time? Are they supposed to believe they didn't have enough faith? Occasionally God gives
us options and also have to pray through them for Him to give us wisdom about what to do. Quit
believing the lies they reveal they just want your $$$$.
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